
 

THANKS FOR ORDERING A DIY GRILLE KIT! 
 

This kit is specifically designed for 3rd gen 4runners and to be used with a modified 

96-98 grille. The grille can be ordered online for around $45 if you don’t already have one. 

The insert, tab frame, and light brackets are all cnc laser cut from HRPO steel. They 

were coated with primer to avoid rust while handling. You MUST paint after assembly! 

Multiple base coats with a top clear coat is highly recommended. Or apply a sealing base 

coat then spray with textured bed liner. 

Wiring harness for lights is NOT included. 

 

What’s included: 

- Grille Insert 

- Tab Frame 

- Stainless Steel Hardware  

- 4X Light Brackets (Only if you ordered version with lights) 

- 2X 20w LED Pods & Hardware (Only if you ordered version with lights) 

 

What you’ll need: 

- 96-98 grille  

- Small hand saw 

- Dremel tool with bits. (Having a 90 degree attachment is highly recommended) 

- 3/16 dremel drill bit (Shorter the better) 

- Sheet metal hole punch (Not necessarily needed but will definetly make the process 

cleaner and easier. $25 online) 

- Vise grips/strong clamps (Minimum of 2 but the more the better!!!) 

- 1/8 Allen wrench 

- 5/16 wench 

- 5mm Allen wrench (Only if you ordered version with lights) 

- 5/16 socket and ratchet  

- Sand paper 

- Paint & Primer 

- Beer 



 

Installation Steps: 

 

1) Take grille and cut out center. Be very careful not to hit the face of the grille! Easiest 
done with the dremel tool and a cutting wheel bit. Do not cut off the lower mounting tabs!

  
 

2) Carefully sand down what is left of the cut off pieces that were holding the center of the 
grille in place. Easiest done with the dremel tool and a sanding wheel bit. 

 
 

3) Go back over the cut off areas with a low-medium grit sand paper to clean up any rough 
edges. 
 

4) Take a high grit sandpaper and go over entire grille. This will help the paint stick better. 
 

5) Wash off any sanding dust and give it a little time to dry. 
 

6) Take a break and grab a beer. The next couple steps are a little tricky and time 
consuming. 

 

 

 

Cut on lines 

Don’t cut or 

damage the 

mounting 

tabs 



7) Take the insert & tab frame that are already assembled and fit into grille. This will be a 
very tight fit! 

 You will need to use vise grips or clamps to get it to hold in place. Clamp them 
into the tabs on the inside of the grille. Easiest way to do this is put either end in 
and only align and clamp down the ends, one on the top and bottom of each end.  

 
 The top of the grille insert should somewhat self-align with the face of the grille. 

The base will sit inward which is normal and will be adjusted in the next couple 
steps. 
 

8) With the insert in place and top aligned use the hole punch or dremel tool with 90 degree 
drill attachment and make a 3/16 into the grille at the top center through the mounting 
hole on the tab frame. Double check that the insert is still aligned then put one of the 
stainless socket head bolts through the hole (bolt head towards the inside of the grille) 
and put the nut on the back. Tighten it down. 

 
 

9) Repeat the last step to align and tighten down all the remaining tabs on the top.  

 There are 2 spots you’ll have to skip where the mounting arms for the grille gets 
in the way of using a bolt & nut, you will instead use a self tapping screw in these 
locations. 
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10) Carefully remove the vise grips you installed on the top ends, leaving the ones clamped 
on the bottom ends. Cut the holes, inert, and tighten down the bolts and nuts.

  
 

11) This next step is another time consuming one, go get another beer first. 
 

12) Push out and align the bottom center of the insert while being very careful not to pop out 
the bottom ends. With the bottom center aligned clamp it down. Cut the holes, inert, and 
tighten down the bolts and nuts. 

 
 

13) Repeat the last step for the remaining bottom tabs. Work from the center out towards 
either end. You will need to repeatedly remove the vise grips, realign, and clamp back 
down. 
 

14) Remove the vise grips you left on both lower sides. Cut the holes, inert, and tighten 
down the bolts and nuts. 
 

15) You should have 2 tabs left on both bottom corners that are hidden behind some of the 
mounting features. You can either use the dremel tool with the 90 degree drill 
attachment and carefully drill a hole through the tab and install nuts and bolts, or you 
can instead use self tapping screws.
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16) Take the 4 light mounting brackets and install them so the bend flange on the bottom is 
facing away from the light cutout on the grille insert. (If you ordered a grille option 
WITHOUT lights skip this step) 

  
 

17) Blow off and clean the entire grille of any dust left over from drilling and sanding.  
 

18) Double check to make sure the grille is clean and dry. 
 

19) Time to paint! Recommended to spray with primer first, followed by 2 to 3 base coats, 
followed by 1 to 2 top clear coats. Please read the back of the can and follow the paint 
manufacturer’s instructions.  
 

20) Install the light pods and hardware. For those that ordered a grille WITHOUT light 
options skip this step. 

 
 

21) Congrats you’re done! Go install it on your 4runner and enjoy another beer! 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, please email us and we’ll get 
back to you ask soon as we can! Let us know how the installation went 
and send in some cool pictures of the finished grille on your 4runner!  
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mounting 


